WHAT IS AN ARTIST’S BOOK?

Mexico is colonizing the United States

No longer faced with European refugees fleeing the Nazis

Prison drill
"...a book is done for its own sake and not for the information it contains. That is: it doesn’t contain a lot of works, like a book of poems. It is a work. Its design and format reflect it’s content — they intermerge, interpenetrate. It might be any art: art artist’s book could be music, photography, graphics, intermedial literature. The experience of reading it, viewing it, framing it — that is what the artist stresses in making it." Wrote Dick Higgins, in A Preface, for Artists Books, Joan Lyons.

*Image Credit: Ernesto Leon de la Rosa-Carrillo, Bits.&.Pieces.[de]translated (2014).*

The Book Art Lab is searching for an intern to help with writing for publicity events and updated copy for procedures. Contact Karen Zimmerman in the Book Art Lab:

Karen Zimmermann  
Professor, Graphic Design  
University of Arizona || School of Art  
Room 203a  
1031 N. Olive Street  
PO Box 210002  
Tucson, AZ 85721

e. kzym@email.arizona.edu  
w. www.karennzimmermann.com